


IE PARK have been producing rides and attractions for the amusement industry
since 1965. The company still remains a family business headed

by its founder and President Corrado Munari whose wife Franca,
son Andrea and his wife Cristina - daughters

Claudia and Elena are involved with the business.
Over the years IE Park have built up an enviable reputation for quality and service,
their success is reflected in the wide range of products on offer and their impressive

list of clients throughout the world.
The wide range of adult and children’s rides is supplemented

by the range of carousels, which are considered to be some of the best quality
available on the market.

The first small carousel was built in 1981,
when IE Park was the first manufacturer to introduce “Pepita”
to the Leisure Market, Measuring 3.5m in diameter,
the 12-seater children’s carousel was an instant success with shopping
centres, and demand grew quickly for a large carousel.
“Big Pepita” - 4.5m in diameter and 20 children’s seats expanded into production.
Within ten years over 150 carousels were produced and exported worldwide,
with many still in production today.
Following the success of IE Park carousel, the company introduced
two additional models to the range in 1989, “The Old Style Carousel”,
which is still in production today was designed
with a new layout that can take adults.
Measuring 6.5m in diameter the capacity
of the ride car vary between 26 and 54 seats - a maximum of 1800 riders per hour.



Attention to detail is a priority where IE Park is concerned;
theming is an important aspect in the development and production of each ride.

Local Italian artists paint each carousel, but more recently aerographic design has been introduced with advanced technology.
Additionally, all manufacturing takes place on-site and each decorative panel is made using the strongest fiberglass.

A combination of steel, aluminium and wood makes up the structure of each carousel bringing it in
line with TÜV standards, ensuring a high quality product every time.

In addition to the existing range of quality carousel rides and attractions,
IE Park receives many requests for larger and two storey carousels. A bespoke design service

is available for new projects to all its clients.

In accordance with the Millennium being dedicated to the “Year of the Carousel”,
IE Park has re-created and designed a new model for the carousel range.

With much thought and emphasis on theming, the new “Legend of the Sea” will incorporate submarines, giant octopuses and sea horses.
The concept has been well received by the leisure market, in addition to the interest shown by existing clients.

IE Park anticipate many orders for their new range.
With much history attached to the Carousel, it is not surprising to find this type of attraction in most,

if not all theme parks, shopping centres and FEC’s.
The Carousel truly is a ride that attracts much interest.

IE Park have become renowned for quality, innovative design, durability and safety,
which have ensured it’s worldwide success.
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